Existing & Harmonised Cable Identification

May use old existing or new harmonised colours but not both on same installation

31/3/2006 Onwards
Only new harmonised colours must be used

**Existing**

- **Twin flat**
  - 6242Y 6242B

- **Triple flat**
  - 6243Y 6243B

- **Two core armoured**
  - 6942XL 6942LS

**Harmonised**

- **Twin flat**
  - 6242YH 6242BH

- **Triple flat**
  - 6243YH 6243BH

- **Two core armoured**
  - 6942XLH 6942LSH

**Single Phase**

- Red
- Black
- Brown
- Blue

Extensions or alterations to existing single-phase installations do not require marking at interface between old and new cabling. Caution labels must be fixed at distribution board or consumer unit.

**Three Phase**

- Red
- Yellow
- Blue
- Black
- Brown
- Black
- Black

Extensions or alterations to existing three-phase installations - all old and new cables should be marked L1, L2, L3 for phases and N for neutral at the interface between old and new cabling. Caution labels must be fixed at distribution board.